BUNKER COVERS

Key Features
- 18oz. Vinyl Tarp.
- Semi-Automatic operation.
- Versatile design fits most bins.
- Safe one-man ground operation.
- Regular maintenance is not required.
- Complies with Local & Federal Storm Water Runoff Regulations.
- Lifetime guarantee on all moving parts, including semi-automatic spring return.

EASIEST SOLUTION

WE OFFER THE BEST TRUCK TARPING SOLUTIONS
CALL 1-877-861-6265 • WWW.PULLTARPS.COM
**Bunker Cover Details**

**Bunker Covers**
Most material bins are required to be covered. Pulltarps offers the easy solution with our Bunker Covers.

**Open Housing with Ratchet Assembly**
Fits bunker sizes with a maximum width of 183” or 288”. *(Can fit up to 28’ in length, depending on specifications.)*

- **(183”)** .................................................... Part # 105-1830
- **(288”)** .................................................... Part # 105-2880

**18 oz. Vinyl Fabric Lasts For Years**
Tarp Priced Separately.

**Pulltarps Bunker Covers** comply with local and Federal Regulations. Ground operated by a single person and NO lifting heavy tarps. No regular maintenance needed. Our versatile design fits most bins! Tarp is stored neatly when not in use.

Custom tarps are made to seal on bunker sides. Lifetime guarantee on all moving parts, including semi-automatic spring return.

**How to Use:**
Simply pull out to cover the material when not in use. To open, just pull the tarp past the stops, and the tarp automatically retracts for easy access to your materials.

---

**Pulltarps**

**Pulltarps - California**
1404 N. Marshall Ave.
El Cajon, CA 92020
Office: (619) 449-8860
Fax: (619) 449-3782
Sales: (877) 861-6265

**Pulltarps - Colorado**
9700 East 104th Ave. Unit A
Henderson, CO 80640

**Pulltarps - Ohio**
400 W. Elm Street
North Baltimore, OH 45872

---

**SIMPLY THE BEST • CALL: (877) 861-6265 • MADE IN THE USA**

*For Full Details on Lifetime Guarantee visit Pulltarps.com*